TOP ALTITUDE:
RWY 17C/R, 18L/R, 35C/L, 36L/R: 10000
RWY 31L/R: 5000

TAKEOFF MINIMUMS
RWY 31L/R: Standard.
RWYs 17C/R, 18L/R, 35C/L, 36L/R: Standard
with minimum climb of 500’ per NM to 1120.

NOTE: DME/DME/IRU or GPS required.
NOTE: RNAV 1.
NOTE: For use by turbojet aircraft only.
NOTE: RNAV-Capable props: File and
expect SWABR RBAV SID.
NOTE: Non-RNAV-Capable props: File and
expect KINGDOM or COYOTE DEPARTURE.
NOTE: RADAR required.
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